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I have tucked myself in while writing this letter, because the
winter has suddenly arrived in the Cape. The year has
literally flown right into June without us realising that 2013
is already half-way.
We can already look back at a few successes that we have
achieved in this year. The one great achievement is the
bi-annual SAFHE / CEASA Congress that was held in Cape
Town in March. Although we realise that the economy is
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tough, we were blessed with a full house of exhibitors, and

President Hendrik Radyn more attendees than we expected.
Thanks to all the companies that exhibited, and to all that attended, and contributed to make it such
a success again. Thanks to the speakers, and a special thanks to the organising committee.
Each branch had their regular members meetings, and is grateful to report that our new Eastern Cape
branch is going well. We also have sudden growth in numbers in most of our branches, but specifically
in the KZN branch. Thanks to all our members for your support, and we hope that we will go forward
with very active branches and that CEASA will really be able to be the voice for Clinical Engineering
in South Africa.
Being President of the Association and based in the Cape has it’s drawbacks, as most of the liaison
meetings takes place in Gauteng. I therefore would like to express my sincere appreciation for our
Council members in Gauteng, specifically Phil and Paolo, for their willingness to attend these liaison
meetings with other Associations, it is appreciated.
Appreciation also to our editor, and all that provided input into this newsletter.
Hope you all have a healthy, successful second part of 2013.

Hendrik
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SAFHE/CEASA Conference
By James Herbert

During May 2013 CEASA and SAFHE hosted a very successful biennial conference and exhibition at

the Cape Town Convention Centre. This conference was hosted in association with Strategic Business
Services (SBS) who has substantial experience in the conference industry to support the management
of a successful event of this magnitude.

The conference was themed COLLABORATION, supporting a multi-disciplinary approach to improve

healthcare in Southern Africa. The event organisers aimed at attracting a broader audience of industry
stakeholders to include administrators, nurses and doctors.

This event was widely supported with 329 delegates registering for the event. The exhibition space of

912 square meters was sold out and supported by 54 exhibitors. We really believe that the exhibition
stands were of a very high standard with valuable technology and information on display.

The event

allowed trade passes on the final day with the aim of maximum exposure for the exhibitors and attracted
74 day visitors.
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SAFHE CEASA Conference

The conference was opened with a Key Note address by Dr. Massoud Shaker, Senior advisor to the

Ministry of Health with an update on the NHI roll-out. Mary Overstone shared some valuable insights
into the differences between the male and the female brain, which supported the conference theme
well.

An action packed program ran over three days with a balance between three tracks of presentations
and plenary sessions.
information shared.

Overall the content was good with quality papers presented and valuable

The first day was ended with a cocktail function in the exhibition area and the second evening with
an evening dinner.

This opportunity to meet some old colleagues and stimulate greater collaboration

between public and private industries were enjoyed by all.

The CEASA organising committee would like to thank SAFHE for partnering with us in organising this
event and also SBS for the excellent service and support. With you on the team, putting together an
event like this is just no problem.

Thank you also to the main sponsors, GE Healthcare, Floorworx and Mediclinic. A special thank you

to the exhibitors for their support and the high standard displayed. Lastly but not least, thank you to
all the speakers and attendees for your contribution to our premier event.
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CEASA Gauteng Dubai Trip Winner
By David Joubert

My trip to the Arab health conference 2013 came to
me as a surprise when my name was draw from the
competition bin.
I have never been to Dubai and it was really excited
to see the country but also to explore the possible
new technology and equipment that I would get to
see.
This was the first international medical exhibition I
have been to in years, except for the Medica
conference in Germany which I attended in 2003.
The number of suppliers in competition who supply the same product was astonishing to see and provided
the ultimate business platform for all healthcare professionals to network, gain new industry knowledge
and meet leading international healthcare companies from across the globe.
The conference was well organised and a great variety of product lines and equipment from all the
different countries was impressive to see. The live demonstrations and the hands-on workshops were very
informative and interesting.
This conference is really worth going to as it is good to see all the competition and the opportunities in
the rest of the world. It was amazing to see the development of technology and the increase in new
equipment that is developed utilizing state of the art technology.
The calibre of speakers at the conferences was great and very professional and insightful. It’s the best
quality healthcare conferences I have attended before.
Furthermore the architecture and structure of Dubai
as a country was also amazing to see. The country
is so safe, clean and on the leading edge of
technology. The highest building in the world, the
man made islands, larges water fountain and many
other tourist attractions.

